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**Abstract**

Mechatronics is the synergistic combination of precision engineering, electronic control, and systems thinking in the design of products and manufacturing processes. Bio-Mechatronics may be viewed as its extension fused with influence from biological systems; i.e. mechatronic systems designed based on inspiration from neural and physiological systems. In animals, for example, intrinsic properties of the musculoskeletal system augment the neural stabilization of the organism for an array of critical of functions. Modeling this hierarchical coupling for implementation in robotic systems has spurred innovation in medicine, cybernetics, and mobile robots.

The talk will review methodologies for the enhancement of engineering (robotic) design based upon biological studies with emphasis on subsystem coupling and systems thinking. Architectures founded upon biological inspiration will be summarized with specific examples from the speaker’s work, including recent research that has been featured in New Scientist, Flight Global, and The Engineer magazines and on television specials produced by the BBC, Tokyo Broadcasting Systems, and the Discovery Channel. Applications highlighted will include medical and mobile robotic systems including: insect-inspired mobile robots, cybernetic robot exoskeletons, and brain-implant and robot interface systems.
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